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Presents a collection of case studies that investigate the the relationship between
imperialism and science.
This set of reissued books examines education in Asia from a variety of different
angles. From the westernisation of early twentieth century Chinese education, to
the impact of the Communist revolution, to education and society in Korea, to
Asian women’s experiences of education – this set collects some key texts by a
range of original thinkers.
There has been little examination of the China policy of the Theodore Roosevelt
administration. Works dealing with the topic fall either into brief discussions in
biographies of Roosevelt, general surveys of Sino-American relations, or studies
of special topics, such as the Chinese exclusion issue, which encompass a
portion of the Roosevelt years. Moreover, the subject has been overshadowed
somewhat by studies of problems between Japan and the United States in this
era. The goal of this study is to offer a more complete examination of the
American relationship with China during Roosevelt’s presidency. The focus will
be on the discussion of major issues and concerns in the relationship of the two
nations from the time Roosevelt took office until he left, something that this book
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does for the first time. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on creating a more
complete picture of Teddy Roosevelt and China relations, especially in regard to
his and his advisers’ perceptual framework of that region and its impact upon the
making of China policy. The goal of this study is to begin that process. Special
attention is paid to the question of how Roosevelt and the members of his
administration viewed China, as it is believed that their viewpoints, which were
prejudicial, were very instrumental in how they chose to deal with China and the
question of the Open Door. The emphasis on the role of stereotyping gives the
book a particularly unique point of view. Readers will be made aware of the
difficulties of making foreign policy under challenging conditions, but also of how
the attitudes and perceptions of policymakers can shape the direction that those
policies can take. A critical argument of the book is that a stereotyped perception
of China and its people inhibited American policy responses toward the Chinese
state in Roosevelt’s Administration. While Roosevelt’s attitudes regarding white
supremacy have been discussed elsewhere, a fuller consideration of how his
views affected the making of foreign policy, particularly China policy, is needed,
especially now that Sino-American relations today are of great concern.
In an absorbing account of a frontier family's rise to local eminence, from its
pioneer days in eighteenth-century Taiwan through its attainment of gentry status
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there a century later, Johanna Meskill presents not just a family history but a
social history of late imperial China as well. Originally published in 1979. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again
make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
This text covers Chinese history since the 17th century and analyses the return
of Hong Kong and Macao. The author also explores China's emergence as a
regional and global superpower, Chinese-American rivalry and the unification
with Taiwan.
Now in its 147th edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the
reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in
the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook
is an essential resource.
Briefly reviews the educational legacy of imperial China, then traces the
movement for private education from its beginning in the middle of the 19th
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century to the resurgence in post-Mao China. He includes Catholic and
Protestant mission schools as well as other non- governmental schools. Deng
describes educators as heroic figures and fills gaps in the record with laudatory
comments. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
"In vivid detail... examines the little-known history of two extraordinary dynasties."--The
Boston Globe "Not just a brilliant, well-researched, and highly readable book about
China's past, it also reveals the contingencies and ironic twists of fate in China's
modern history."--LA Review of Books An epic, multigenerational story of two rival
dynasties who flourished in Shanghai and Hong Kong as twentieth-century China
surged into the modern era, from the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist The Sassoons
and the Kadoories stood astride Chinese business and politics for more than one
hundred seventy-five years, profiting from the Opium Wars; surviving Japanese
occupation; courting Chiang Kai-shek; and nearly losing everything as the Communists
swept into power. Jonathan Kaufman tells the remarkable history of how these families
ignited an economic boom and opened China to the world, but remained blind to the
country's deep inequality and to the political turmoil on their doorsteps. In a story
stretching from Baghdad to Hong Kong to Shanghai to London, Kaufman enters the
lives and minds of these ambitious men and women to forge a tale of opium smuggling,
family rivalry, political intrigue, and survival.
In the next decade China's actions on the world stage will affect us all. A new
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superpower, with the largest population and GDP on the globe, there are now fears that
China is becoming more assertive. Here, award-winning China expert Kerry Brown
guides us through China's foreign policy, from its skirmishes with US Navy destroyers
in the South China Sea to its arguments with Japan over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands
and its increased displays of military prowess - including huge investments in cyber
warfare. Brown also assesses China's extraordinary plan to create a `New Silk Road'
across Central Asia - one of the biggest infrastructure project in modern history. In
doing so he seeks to answer a simple question: what does China want? The answer
lies in the unique way China thinks about the world. A comprehensive analysis by one
of the world's most recognised and respected authorities, and based upon unparalleled
research into Chinese leaders, their beliefs and their instincts, China's World is an
essential read for the Western world.
This immensely successful textbook is broken into four parts. Part One: Introduction to
the War Problem discusses the nature of the war problem, the conceptual framework,
and the historical framework. Part Two: Causes of War talks about the cause of war,
group competition and group identification, other views about causes of war, and the
value of war. In Part Three: The Contemporary Situation, the reader will learn about
ideological aspects, national-historical aspects, military aspects, institutional aspects,
and legal aspects of the contemporary situation. Part Four: Proposals for Solving the
War Problem discusses reforming the attitudes of individuals, reforming the internal
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operation of national governments, reforming the policies of national governments, and
reforming the international system. It also includes maps, tables and charts which will
be especially helpful to the reader. Instructors considering this book for use in a course
may request an examination copy here.
The 3,053 entries in this work, first published in 1986, comprise the compliers' attempt
at a comprehensive annotated bibliography of the most useful locatable books,
monographs, pamphlets, regularly and occasionally issued serials, scholarly papers,
and selected newspaper accounts dealing in a significant way with formal and informal,
public and private education in the People's Republic of China before and since 1949.
The enormous changes in twentieth-century Chinese higher education up to the SinoJapanese War are detailed in this pioneering work. Yeh examines the impact of
instruction in English and of the introduction of science and engineering into the
curriculum. Such innovations spurred the movement of higher education away from the
gentry academies focused on classical studies and propelled it toward modern middleclass colleges with diverse programs. Yeh provides a typology of Chinese institutions of
higher learning in the Republican period and detailed studies of representative
universities. She also describes student life and prominent academic personalities in
various seats of higher learning. Social changes and the political ferment outside the
academy affected students and faculty alike, giving rise, as Yeh contends, to a sense of
alienation on the eve of war.
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Covering more than four centuries of Chinese history, this work chronicles the various
dynasties, the ideas of reformist Confucian scholars, and China's poets, novelists,
artists, students, and leaders
This book presents an informative introduction to China's past and present, from
traditional accounts of its beginnings more than 3,000 years ago to its modern
emergence as a first-world nation. • Presents extensive eyewitness accounts written by
witnesses or participants in the events discussed • Includes a chronology, maps, and a
bibliographic essay of print and electronic sources
"A lucid, provocative and unprecedented exploration of the changing balance of power
between nomads and agriculturalists from the decline of the Mongol Empire to the
present. A signal achievement in Eurasian and global history." Thomas T. Allsen,
Professor Emeritus, The College of New Jersey "Unique in its transregional approach
and ecological concern, a tour de force essential for understanding the historical
dynamics shaping not only Inner Eurasia, but the broader world today." R. Charles
Weller, Central Eurasian and Islamic World History, Washington State and Georgetown
universities "Impressive in its grasp of diverse sources, including climate and
demographic data, 'Inner Eurasia from the Mongol Empire to Today' offers a
comprehensive 'big picture' overview of the history of Inner Eurasia, while at the same
time exploring many of the details of the historical processes that have made the history
of the region particularly rich and fascinating." Craig Benjamin, Professor History,
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Frederik J Meijer Honors College, Grand Valley State University Provides an allencompassing look at the history of Russia, Central Asia, and Mongolia Beginning with
the breakup of the Mongol Empire in the mid-thirteenth century, Volume II of this
comprehensive work covers the remarkable history of "Inner Eurasia," from 1260 up to
modern times, completing the story begun in Volume I. Volume II describes how
agriculture spread through Inner Eurasia, providing the foundations for new agricultural
states, including the Russian Empire. It focuses on the idea of "mobilization" – the
distinctive ways in which elite groups mobilized resources from their populations, and
how those methods were shaped by the region's distinctive ecology, which differed
greatly from that of "Outer Eurasia," the southern half of Eurasia and the part of Eurasia
most studied by historians. This work also examines how fossil fuels created a bonanza
of energy that helped shape the history of the Communist world during much of the
twentieth century. Filled with figures, maps, and tables to help give readers a fuller
understanding of what has transpired over 750 years in this distinctive world region, A
History of Russia, Central Asia and Mongolia: Volume II: Inner Eurasia from the Mongol
Empire to Today, 1260-2000 is a magisterial but accessible account of this area's past,
that will offer readers new insights into the history of an often misunderstood part of the
world. Situates the histories of Russia, Central Asia, and Mongolia within the larger
narrative of world history Concentrates on the idea of Inner Eurasia as a coherent
ecological and geographical zone Focuses on the powerful ways in which the region's
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geography shaped its history Places great emphasis on how "mobilization" played a
major part in the development of the regions Offers a distinctive interpretation of
modernity that highlights the importance of fossil fuels Offers new ways of
understanding the Soviet era A History of Russia, Central Asia and Mongolia: Volume II
is an ideal book for general audiences and for use in undergraduate and graduate
courses in world history.
Rise of the Red Engineers explains the tumultuous origins of the class of technocratic
officials who rule China today. In a fascinating account, author Joel Andreas chronicles
how two mutually hostile groups—the poorly educated peasant revolutionaries who
seized power in 1949 and China's old educated elite—coalesced to form a new
dominant class. After dispossessing the country's propertied classes, Mao and the
Communist Party took radical measures to eliminate class distinctions based on
education, aggravating antagonisms between the new political and old cultural elites.
Ultimately, however, Mao's attacks on both groups during the Cultural Revolution
spurred inter-elite unity, paving the way—after his death—for the consolidation of a new
class that combined their political and cultural resources. This story is told through a
case study of Tsinghua University, which—as China's premier school of technology—was
at the epicenter of these conflicts and became the party's preferred training ground for
technocrats, including many of China's current leaders.
The classic reference work that provides annually updated information on the countries
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of the world.
'the most convenient and reliable starting point for information on public affairs' George J. Mitchell, US Senator. Each copy comes with FREE online access to
www.statesmansyearbook.com . Site license upgrades are also available for libraries
who wish to network the data. New this year: a chronology of the 'credit crunch.'
Now in its 149th edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the reference work
of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in the world. Covering
political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is also available online for
subscribing institutions: www.statesmansyearbook.com .
At the end of the Cold War, commentators were pondering how far Western ideas
would spread; today, the debate seems to be how far Chinese ideas will reach. This
volume examines Chinese international relations thought and practices, identifying the
extent to which China's rise has provoked fresh geo-strategic and intellectual shifts
within Asia.
Available in one or two volumes, this accessible, yet rigorous, introduction to the
political, social, and cultural history of China provides a balanced and thoughtful
account of the development of Chinese civilization from its beginnings to the present
day. Each volume includes ample illustrations, a full complement of maps, a
chronological table, extensive notes, recommendations for further reading and an
index. Volume 1: From Neolithic Cultures through the Great Qing Empire (10,000
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BCE—1799). Volume 2: From the Great Qing Empire through the People's Republic of
China (1644—2009).
The Rise of Modern ChinaOxford University Press, USA
Documents the history of modern China and its evolution from a turbulent, troubled nation in
the mid-nineteenth century to a powerful global economic, cultural, and political force in the
twenty-first century.
This is the first comprehensive and in-depth study of the Chinese collection in the Library of
Congress, the largest collection of its kind in the Western world. Started in 1869 with some 950
books received in the first exhange of publications between the United States and China, the
collection has grown so steadily that in 1977 it numbered more than 430,000 volumes,
including 2,000 rare Chinese items, some of which were printed in A.D. 975. In this primarily
historical study, Professor Hu examines the social, cultural, and political forces that led to the
development and growth of the collection, the acquisitions policies followed, and the sources of
personal and financial support found within and outside the Library of Congress. He also
explores the methods by which the library has built up several strong areas in the collection,
particularly those of Chinese gazetteers, or local histories; ts’ung-shu, or collections of
reprints; and rare works.
This new edition of the classic history of modern China from the seventeenth century to the
present is now updated to explore the future of China after the collapse of communism in the
rest of the world. In one entirely new and two revised chapters, Hs "u
This book, first published in 2001, uses key oral histories to confirm and explain the
professional and private lives of post-1949 Chinese intellectuals through the focal point of
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Chen Renbing, a man personally criticised by Mao Zedong. Intellectuals have faced unique
perils in modern Chinese history, thousands of whom were targeted by Mao. Mao’s Prey
provides invaluable insight into their experiences and fates.
This second volume on Christianity in China covers the period from 1800 onwards up to the
present, divided into three main periods, and dealing with the complexities of both Catholic and
Protestant aspects. Also in this volume the reader will be guided to and through the Chinese
and Western primary and secondary sources by carefully selected major scholars in the field.
Produced with financial support from the Ricci Institute at the University of San Francisco
Center for the Pacific Rim.
Comprehensive books to support study of History for the IB Diploma Paper 3, revised for first
assessment in 2017.

As the major geopolitical power bloc, Asia - with 4 billion people, two-thirds of the
world's population, a huge land-mass and the fastest-growing economies - has shifted
the global political balance. "Empires at War" gives a dramatic narrative account of how
'Modern Asia' came into being. Ranging over the whole of Asia, from Japan to Pakistan,
the modern history of this important region is placed in the context of the struggle
between America and the Soviet Union. Francis Pike shows that America's domination
of post-war Asia was a continuation of a 100-year competition for power in the region.
He also argues cogently that, contrary to the largely 'Western-centric' viewpoint, Asian
nations were not simply the passive and biddable entities of the superpowers, but had a
political development which was both separate and unique, with a dynamic that was
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largely independent of the superpower conflict. And, in conclusion, the book traces the
unwinding of American influence and the end of its Empire - a crucial development in
international history which is already having repercussions throughout the world.
The Historical Dictionary of Modern China (1800-1949) offers a concise but
comprehensive examination of the political, military, economic, social, and cultural
development of modern China. Instead of focusing merely on the political elites of
China, this reference covers a variety of significant persons, including women and
ethnic minorities; new historical concepts; cultural and educational institutions; and
economic activities. Drawing on newly-available records, including a large mass of
governmental and family archives, the narratives presented reveal new facts, offer a
new interpretation in accordance with China's modernization process during the late
Qing period, and a revisionist perspective on the Republican history. The chronology
records not only political and military events but also other experiences of the Chinese
people. The bibliography gives prominence to current literature on China's drive
towards modernization and appendixes provide the reader with detailed information on
China's cultural and economic transformation.
Chinese society and culture are evolving with a booming economy, expansion,
production of consumer and industrial goods, and a growing influence upon the world.
The History of China allows readers to delve into the rich history of this powerful nation.
China is both the world's oldest continuing civilization and an emerging global super
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power. Over the last two millennia, this rich and complex nation has often been the
wealthiest and most populous country on earth—and within a few decades, China may
surpass all other nations as the most powerful in the world. In this third edition of The
History of China, readers will find a general survey of China's long history, ranging from
accounts of ancient Chinese civilization to individual dynasties, and its whirlwind
transition to modernity and belated arrival into the international community. An
extensive new chapter discusses the emergence of Xi Jinping as China's paramount
leader and the bold new directions in which he is taking the country and offers some
speculations or predictions about where China is headed in the future. A timeline,
appendix of Notable People in the History of China, and bibliography are updated. Ideal
for high school and undergraduate students, this volume offers a lively, engaging
narrative of the rich history of Chinese civilization through present day. Gives readers a
clear chronological march through Chinese history, including the dynasties Covers the
startling history of China's technological innovation and scientific discovery Examines
the history of China's historical interactions with non-Chinese peoples and states, and
draws attention to how they may be relevant to understanding China's international
relations today Contains a new chapter covering leader Xi Jinping's rise to power
Includes an updated timeline of significant events in the history of China, providing
students with an at-a-glance overview of China's history Provides readers with brief
biographies of those who have made important contributions to the country's history in
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an updated appendix of Notable People in the History of China
This book adopts a wide focus on the range of East Asian languages, in both their premodern and modern forms, within the specific topic area of language change. It
contains sections on dialect studies, contact linguistics, socio-linguistics and
syntax/phonology and deals with all three major languages of East Asia: Chinese,
Japanese and Korean. Individual chapters cover pre-Sino-Japanese phonology,
nominalizers in Chinese, Japanese and Korean; Japanese loanwords in Taiwan
Mandarin; changes in Korean honorifics; the tense and aspect system of Japanese;
and language policy in Japan. The book will be of interest to linguists working on East
Asian languages, and will be of value to a range of general linguists working in
comparative or historical linguistics, socio-linguistics, language typology and language
contact.
The leading textbook by the leading scholar. This text, the classic introduction to
modern China for students and general readers, emerged from Spence's highly
successful introductory course at Yale, in which he traced the beginnings of modern
China to internal developments beginning in the early 17th century. Strong on social
and political history, as well as Chinese culture and its intersections with politics, this
paperback is a longstanding leader in the survey course on modern China.
This comprehensive study analyzes in detail the evolving political, economic, and
diplomatic relationships between China and Denmark since their first contact in 1674. It
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is an important contribution to the growing literature on China's relations with the West
since the beginning of the modern period. Non-Danes will be interested in how the
unique nonimperialistic Danish approach to China has shaped a relationship quite
different from the patterns of domination and conflict that have characterized the
relations between the Middle Kingdom and the traditional great powers of the West.
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